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what type of acoustic treatment was needed—
absorbent or reverberan, or possibly a combination of both.
While the Sencore allowed for RT-60 testing
as well, I could not transfer this data to my computer. Both units are extremely powerful computers in their own right, with purpose-built and
calibrated microphones that perform many
more functions than that of a Radio Shack digital meter. I would seriously recommend either
of these devices to any installer and possibly to
an owner of an elaborate sound system. For me
the main difference was Sencore’s advanced
charting capabilities and its ability to test
SMPTE time code, which might be very helpful
if you are installing $100K projectors. The other
difference was the smaller IVIE’s dual use as a
Bluetooth-enabled, wireless HP PDA with a very
legible color screen.
After collecting this data, printing it out, and
analyzing the results, I studied my choices of
room treatment from the various manufacturers. I narrowed my selection to panels from RPG
(www.rpginc.com), Auralex (www.auralex.com),
and Echo Busters (www.echobusters.com).
I began with 14 albums and carefully listened, pre- and post-application, to determine
where and how much material was needed.
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Here’s the music that I used:
Oscar Peterson Trio, Night Train, Verve; Horace Silver, The Hardbop Grandpop, Impulse;
Santana, Supernatural; Oscar Peterson, The Very
Tall Band, Telarc’s DSD recording; Clark Terry,
Frank Wess, Big Band Bassie Reference Recordings on HDCD; Mark Knopfler, What it is,
HDCD; Steely Dan, Gaucho, DSD; Jaco Pastorius
Big Band, Word of Mouth Revisited; Stan Getz,
Kenny Barron, People Time at Café Montmarte,
Gitanes Jam; Collective Soul, Atlantic; Rolling
Stones, Sympathy For the Devil, ABKCO’s SACD
original mix, DSD transfer; Leon Botstein conducting the London Symphony Orchestra in
Franz Liszt, Dante’s Inferno, Telarc’s DSD direct
SACD; and Michel Camilo, SOLO, Telarc’s SACD.
The dynamic range, wide soundstage, and
great depth of field provided by the B&W Nautilus 802s that I had recently purchased made
the listening and evaluation of ancillary products
that much easier. After all,
these are the same
transducers used in
the monitoring
rooms of LucasFilms
and Abbey Road
Studios, to name
just two. I begin
by uti-
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So how do custom installers stay in business despite the growing influence of the “home theater in a box” and “turn-key” options available
to the affluent homeowner? The answer lies in
the value-added services that you offer and the
demonstration of your specialized skills with ancillary equipment, such as sound meters and
acoustical treatments. In this article, I will relate
my experience testing the latest sound meters,
room treatments, and those new-fangled receivers and pre-processors that claim to take the
guesswork out of measuring.
First, I set up the home theater/stereo listening environment, where a sound meter is essential proper speaker balance. Goldline, IVIE, and
Sencore all make exceptionally powerful meters
than can assist in determining what room treatments (if any) are needed and where to place
them. For this test, I used both the IVIE IE-33
and the Sencore SP-295 to measure room response, reverb time, frequency response, and
even speaker polarity.
First up was the Sencore SP-295, which was
put into use building a custom home theater
with eight speakers in a difficult space. I began
by using the built-in pink noise generator, output
through the system’s speakers to “pulse” the
room and collect the reciprocal RTA chart for
analysis. Next I moved on to the IVIE RT-60 function of the IE-33 which allowed me to chart and
report on the decay time of a signal. Charting of
this information was very useful in deciding

At the heart of the test was Lexicon’s self-calibrating receiver, the MC-12, with its purposebuilt and calibrated microphone.
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lizing an off-the-shelf upper mid-fi receiver of
famous Japanese decent in “Direct 2-ch.” mode,
effectively bypassing all video circuitry and digital processing for absolute clarity. After all twochannel listening was completed, I moved on to
SACD, DVD-A, and assorted DTS 96/24 discs for
surround sound analysis. Again, I started with
the B&W 802s, then added the Nautilus HTM-1
for a center channel and the B&W SCMs for the
surrounds. Next, I really got down to business
and starting applying different panels from (in
order) EchoBusters, Auralex, and RPG, in various configurations.

and front absorbers, you could feel the strings
on Ray Brown’s bass on “Blues for JR.”
Next I moved to a slightly more sophisticated
design in a fabric-wrapped fiberglass panel from
Auralex, the two-inch-thick CT45 and T24 absorbers. Auralex, well known in the studio market for its foam-based products, is branching
out to make a more cosmetically appealing
range of products for the home. In testing, once
again I intently listened for the slightest nuance
in the recording. I was not disappointed, but a
little surprised in the end. I left in place the provided rear-room Echo-Busters and added CT45

The tests featured B&W Nautilus 802s

Echo-Busters are nicely finished in standard
fabrics, and the units seemed to be well constructed with careful attention to detail. I put
everything in place as was suggested on the
product’s instructions and immediately noticed
a new “presence” with Michael Brecker’s tenor
and Claudio Roditi’s trumpet on, “I Want You,”
but noticed that Lewis Nash’s cymbals, while
clean, lost some of their punch. So then I removed the side room absorbers, and found that
the stage opened up and that the sound
popped. To check my ears analysis, the RT-60
provided by the IE-33 showed that with full
room treatment I had a definite problem at 100,
125, and 160Hz, with problematic times continuing up though 250Hz. When I removed the side
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corner panels to the sides of the room, and two
one-inch Auralex B24 panels to the first reflection points on the side and three T24 front absorbers. After much listening, I settled on the
corner CT45 panels and two T24 front absorbers
without any other treatment. I was able to hear
the thwack of the mallet on the xylophone as if I
was front row center listening to Oscar, Milt, and
Ray live. As an option, I removed the corner
panels to see if the RTA measurements that I
made with the pink noise generator of the SP295 were accurate. Yes they were, and boy did
the corner treatments help.
Last to be tested were four-inch fabricwrapped panels from RPG Acoustic whose design approach is quite different. RPG BAD pan-
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els have the additional insertion of a CADdrilled, binary-holed plate that is sandwiched
between the fiberglass and the fabric to diffuse
the mids and highs, while absorbing the lows.
The results were quite different from the other
treatments that I had used. First I removed
everything and intently listened to a great Clark
Terry rendition of “Jumpin at the Woodside,”
where these Nautilus 802 speakers from B&W
surprised me once again. I closed my eyes, and
the ambiance of the school gymnasium was all
around me. There was outstanding resolution
with great depth that I had not heard on this
recording before. Next, I placed four RPG panels
on the front wall and for the first time in this
multi-week exploration of sound I realized that
there is more to treatment than absortion.
After all tests were completed, I moved on to
what looks to be start of a growing trend: selfcalibrating receivers & pre-processors. I choose
one of the best examples of this in production
today, the Lexicon MC-12.
I first manually configured the MC-12 for
speaker distances, SPL, and crossover points,
utilizing the same speakers, cables and amplifiers as before. Trying to describe the utter ease
and the sheer neutrality of the B&W Nautilus
802 and Lexicon MC-12 combo is hard without
waxing poetic, so I won’t. While my own receiver
has a similar set of DSPs from Analog Devices
and a set of Burr Brown 24bit/192 DACs, it is no
match for the Lexicon. For example, songs that I
have listened to for years, took on a whole new,
open, unveiled life...and that is before any “automatic room settings” were put into the mix.
Steely Dan’s direct DSD recording of “Hey Nineteen” had layers of sound that I had never noticed. The Lexicon MC-12 allowed me to enjoy
the tightness and unveiled sound of the acclaimed B&W tweeters like I never had before. I
heard an “umm hum” in the track, with the
plucking of the bass right where it belonged.
At this juncture, I decided to apply what I
thought was a correct balance of treatments
and added two RPG four-inch Bad Panels behind each front speaker. I next put the four optional microphones in the listening spot,
pushed go, and walked away. A few minutes
later, my speaker distances were dialed in, SPL
was adjusted, and room EQ settings were completed. But was there a difference from my
measurements and those of the computers?
You bet; some were subtle and some were not.
My center setting went from -5.5dB (85dB ref)
to an auto setting of -16.5dB; reference on the
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MC-12 is THX standard of 75dB, which with
+10dB above unity would equate almost to my
measurement. Almost is not good enough, especially with multi-channel home theaters.
While one or two dB might not seem like a lot,
for every three dB of gain, you double the RMS
power output. This is why I can unequivocally
recommend this upgrade as a must-have for
any serious installer building systems around a
Lexicon MC-12. Plus, of course, the optional kit
will auto-EQ the room, which can be used in
steps or be turned off to suit your tastes. While
many mid-fi receiver firms are starting to include or offer optional microphone test kits,
the Lexicon test kit goes to the next level with
research originally started and implemented by
its sister company, JBL Pro, three years ago.
Measurements are conducted in three axial
planes, with tones generated throughout the
audio spectrum via four purpose-built Austrian
AKG-calibrated microphones, demonstrate
that this is not a gimmick.

To get to the next level of audio control I
added the ultimate in bass management of mechanical device: an isolation pad. And I’m not
talking about one of those silly urethane pads or
spikes from the Marquis de Sade’s mattress, but
a real scientifically designed controlled isolation
platform. Enter HALCYONICS, the anti-vibration specialists (www.halcyonics.com.)
If you have a top-notch high-end system to
install, or clients that want the best, have
turntable vibration issues, and want to separate
racks of gear from the floor, this company has
the models. I have tested the “baby” of the
bunch, with a 16-inch-square platform whose
multiple steel springs are actively adjusted in
the horizontal and vertical planes with a 150pound capacity and computer-assisted charting
and testing. I placed the HALCYONICS $7,500
MOD-1 on top of my 1,000-watt sub, supporting
the MC-12 for testing and space purposes. When
the unit was not active, the eight LEDs on the
front panel show four planes of each vertical

The reviewer placed the HALCYONICS $7,500 MOD-1
on top of his 1,000-watt sub, supporting the MC-12
for testing and space purposes
and horizontal disturbance, with a computer
program indicating measurement down to 2Hz.
No that is not a typo, 2Hz apparently is of concern to the scientific community and can be
eliminated with this device. Engage the active
control, and you can watch the eight LEDs on
the output side react to any changes in motion.
Is this for real? You bet. In fact, listening to the
DTS track of Master & Commander (which is
mixed way too hot, in my opinion) the cannon
volleys just about shook my neighbors off their
mattress. This caused the MOD-1 to immediately spring into action. The result was tighter bass,
no boominess and, in the case of music, a very
tight image. Never worry about your needle
jumping out of the track again while listening to
Beethoven at 110dB!
If you are a two-channel aficionado, couldn’t
give a rats you know what about 5.1, DTS, or
THX, then a company called RIVES
(www.rivesaudio.com) has your ticket. The PARC
(Parametric Adaptive Room Compensation), like
the Lexicon MC-12, deserves a more in depth
look than I can provide today, but in short, this
device corrects for room abnormalities as it is an
advanced design of a 2ch. parametric equalizer.
This analog device was built to suit recording
studio demands of the highest quality sound
with the lowest possible noise floor. I would
highly recommend the PARC to everyone whose
two-channel holy grail has yet to be met.
As it clearly can be deduced, installing the
proper acoustical treatment, after careful room
analysis and by offering your client the choice of
the newest equipment you can in effect extract
the most for them and in the end secure a future
recommendation for a job well done.
Wayne Dolnick (proaudionow@verizon.net)
started out in the audio industry more than
30 years ago, working in live PA and performing installation of residential systems
for audiophiles.
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